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1. Introduction

Quantum mechanics (QM) received its first definitive formulation in the late
1920s, more than a decade after the theories of relativity had established a
profoundly closer relationship between space and time than was recognized in pre-
relativistic physics. Consequently, many were struck by the seemingly enhanced gap
between the treatment of space and time in QM and in classical physics (spatial
locations treated as operator represented observables versus temporal occurrences
treated as number valued assessments of the universal time parameter) and generated
a minority reaction, a search for ways to treat times of occurrence and times of

duration as operator represented observables. For advocates of space–time unity the
advent of quantum field theory, with the operator valued distribution fields defined
over a continuum of number valued space and time coordinates, went some way
towards removing the original asymmetry. Still, the basic formalism and its
interpretation seemed to provide no direct, systematic approach to the times of
occurrence of events or the duration of processes as operator represented
observables while the spatial locations of systems and the spatial intervals of
structures were readily so treated.
In the heyday of the measurement oriented Copenhagen interpretation of QM a

certain sense could be made of the situation by taking the time parameter as
denoting when we choose to make a measurement, the result of which is manifested in
see front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the peculiarities of quantum statistics that the operator representation of what we

measure captures. Since those days a plethora of competing interpretations of QM
have taken the stage, resulting in no unanimity and a dramatic slide in the status of
measurement as fundamental with a corresponding rise in status of varieties of
‘realistic’ aspects in the interpretation of QM.
The ‘naı̈ve’ mathematical question, from the beginning, was, why isn’t there a

universal time operator, T, having the canonical non-vanishing commutator with the
(negative) Hamiltonian�H, that position operators, x, say, had with their canonical
momenta, p? Early on, Pauli (1933, 1958) argued that such a self-adjoint T was
incompatible with the discrete spectra of many Hamiltonians and the lower bound
on the energy spectrum we expect of all realistic Hamiltonians. We expect such lower
bounds not only because we observe them but also because a composite system
containing a subsystem without a lower bound on its energy spectrum could result in
the transfer of unlimited positive energy to the complement subsystem.
Short of the universal, self-adjoint, time operator, however, one can seek useful

observables representing the times of occurrence or times of duration of various kinds
of events or intervals peculiar to specific types of systems. In recent years interest in
and research on such questions has enjoyed considerable growth. The book under
review here is a collection of interesting articles by various authors concerned with
many aspects of that search. The contributors participated in workshops devoted to
the topic, organized by the editors and held in La Laguna and Bilboa, Spain. While
the editors and some of the contributing authors give indications that they are
sympathetic to the notion that QM is, somehow, defective because of the putative
space–time asymmetry discussed in the preceding paragraphs (a view I do not share),
the contents of the book are really addressed to the more pragmatic issue of
identifying and clarifying the QM treatment and measurement of interesting time
observables of the type mentioned in italics above.
Before turning to my assessment of the book I will provide a brief introduction to

some of the most elementary aspects of this topic. Contrary to most of the writing in
the book, I will work in the Heisenberg picture, which I believe is very clarifying
here.
2. Elementary time of occurrence operators

The most elementary example occurs already in the trivial system of a single free
quanton1 moving in one spatial dimension.
From the equation describing the evolution of the position operator

xðtÞ ¼ xð0Þ þ ðpt=mÞ; (2.1)
1Almost synonymous with the more common but misleading term, ‘‘quantum particle’’. More precisely,

a quanton is any particle-like quantum or collection of such that for the purposes of discussion, need not

be understood as a composite structure held together by the long-range forces of electromagnetism and/or

gravity. Thus photons, leptons, hadrons and nuclei are quantons while atoms, molecules, rocks and

planets, as such, are not.
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it is clear that the precise time at which the expectation value of position is zero is
given by

t0 ¼ �mhxð0Þi=hpi: (2.2)

But if, instead of the time at which the average position coordinate vanishes, we
ask for an operator, the expectation value of which will yield the average time at
which the quanton coordinate vanishes, i.e., the average time at which a detector,
primed and waiting at the origin, will detect the quanton, a popular conjecture

proffers the candidate (Aharonov and Bohm, 1960)

T0 ¼ �mxð0Þ : p�1; (2.3a)

where A:B is the symmetrized product, (1/2)(AB+BA). T0 is a symmetric
(Hermitian) operator, but not, because of the singular nature of the reciprocal
momentum operator, a self-adjoint one. From this it follows that the spectral
resolution of T0

T0 ¼

Z 1

�1

tdPðtÞ (2.3b)

cannot be implemented with P(t) comprising a projection valued resolution of the
identity but, instead, requires a more general positive operator valued measure
(POVM).2

To support the candidate one can argue that the commutator of T0 with p,

½T0; p
 ¼ �ði_=mÞp�1 (2.4)

yields the result

0 ¼ xð0Þ þ ðp=mÞ : T0: (2.3c)

This is a candidate for the time of arrival observable of the free quanton at the
spatial origin of coordinates. The candidate is easily susceptible to generalization.
The precise time at which the expectation value of the coordinate has the value, y, is
given by

ty ¼ mðy � hxð0ÞiÞ=hpi: (2.5)

Accordingly, the candidate operator for time of arrival at the coordinate, y, is

Ty ¼ mðyp�1 � xð0Þ : p�1Þ

¼ myp�1 þ T0 ð2:6aÞ

and it obviously satisfies

y ¼ xð0Þ þ ðp=mÞ : Ty: (2.6b)
2For an introduction to POVM’s in physics see (Busch, Grabowski, & Lahti, 1995). For a critical review

see (Fleming, 2000). A good source for the mathematics is (Akhiezer & Glazman, 1963).
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Again, if one wishes to express these quantities in terms of operators at the time, t,
rather than at the time, 0, then, using (2.1) we have

Ty ¼ mðyp�1 � xðtÞ : p�1Þ þ t � TyðtÞ þ t; (2.7a)

where

y ¼ xðtÞ þ ðp=mÞ : TyðtÞ: (2.7b)

Clearly, Ty(t), is the candidate operator for the time interval between the specified
time, t, and the time of arrival at y. This perspective suggests a relationship, however
tenuous, between times of occurrence and times of duration. I will expand on this
relationship in the next section.
It is now interesting to consider the less trivial but unrealistic (no lower energy

bound) system of a quanton subject to a uniform constant force, i.e., a linear
potential energy. Here the Heisenberg equations of motion yield the operator
evolutions

xðtÞ ¼ xð0Þ þ ðpð0Þ=mÞt þ ða=2Þt2 (2.8a)

and

pðtÞ ¼ pð0Þ þ mat; (2.8b)

where a is the acceleration parameter of the force. In this case if we ask for a time
operator, Ty,a, which represents the time of arrival at y by satisfying the equation

y ¼ xð0Þ þ ðpð0Þ=mÞ : Ty;a þ ða=2ÞT2
y;a; (2.9a)

we don’t have to worry about the commutator of Ty,a with momentum. Regardless
of that commutator the solution is given by

Ty;a ¼ �ðpð0Þ=maÞ � ð1=maÞ½2mðH þ mayÞ
1=2; (2.9b)

where H ¼ ðpð0Þ2=2mÞ2maxð0Þ; is the Hamiltonian.
However, this Ty,a is a symmetric operator only in the classically allowed subspace

for which, H þ may40; outside of which the quanton can reach y only through
barrier penetration. How should this Ty,a be interpreted in that latter subspace?
Again, expressing Ty,a in terms of x(t) and p(t), using (2.8), we see that

Ty;a :¼ Ty;að0Þ ¼ Ty;aðtÞ þ t (2.9c)

and for very small acceleration parameter, a, one of the solutions in (2.9b)
approaches Ty given in (2.6a),

Ty;a  Ty � ðma=4Þpð0Þ�1 : T2
y; (2.10)

while the other solution moves off towards infinity (positive or negative depending
on the state).
Clearly, the strategy we have been following here is of limited applicability since it

requires the solution of the Heisenberg equations of motion before the arrival time
operator can even be defined. While alternative strategies for an interesting but
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restricted class of systems are examined in our book, no generally applicable strategy
is known and it is not clear one exists.
Indeed, besides the comment following (2.9b), there are general questions of

interpretation that one can raise about the preceding. It is part of the conceptual
base of quantum mechanics that, at any time, an existing quanton is guaranteed to
be found somewhere by an ideal search throughout space (or, in our one-dimensional
case, throughout the real line). But there is no corresponding guarantee that a
persisting quanton will be found sometime at a specified point in the course of an
ideal eternal wait. To be sure, the evolving position representation state function of a
quanton may yield a non-zero probability for finding the quanton within any given
spatial interval at almost all times (at least non-relativistically). However, this does
not easily translate into a non-zero and growing probability to find the quanton in a
given spatial interval at some instant during a growing time interval and with the
probability approaching unity as the time interval approaches eternity. Clearly the
statistical aspects of the interpretation of putative time of arrival operators are a bit
subtle.
Nevertheless, it is possible to set up experiments in which detectors lie in wait for

quantons whose times of arrival are recorded and subject to statistical analysis. Many
such experiments, of considerable importance, have been performed. The best-
known examples, perhaps, are provided by the measurements of lifetimes of unstable
quantons. We do not measure the dominant exponential decay rate of such systems
by searching for them still in the parent state. Instead we wait and monitor the arrival
times of their decay products at stationary detectors. Of more recent vintage and
discussed at length in the book is interest in the detected arrival times of quantons
successfully ‘traversing’ potential barriers in molecular, condensed matter or optical
systems and the delayed (or advanced) arrival times of scattered quantons. All of
these examples indicate that what is at issue is never an eternal wait, but a finite
interval wait with primed detectors all qualified by a non-zero but less than unit
probability that some detection will occur at all.
Finding, within quantum mechanics, satisfactory theoretical accounts of such

procedures and phenomena is a major focus of the book under consideration here.
3. Times of duration and a connection

A time of arrival is a special case of what I have called a time of occurrence and is
to be contrasted with a time of duration. Whereas the former refers to when
something happened, the latter concerns how long something lasted. The most
common times of duration are often called dwell times, or sojourn times, as they are
in our book. They concern the length of time a system, usually a single quanton,
spends in a specified spatial region, such as inside a potential energy barrier.
Let D be an interval of a one dimensional spatial coordinate and PDðtÞ; the

projection operator for finding the quanton within D at the time, t. Then a candidate
dwell time operator for the duration the quanton will spend within D during the time
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interval, (t1, t2), is given by

tDðt1; t2Þ :¼
Z t2

t1

dtPDðtÞ: (3.1a)

For the simple case in which the expectation value, hPDðtÞi; is constant throughout
the interval (t1, t2), this definition yields the intuitively appealing result

htDðt1; t2Þi ¼ ðt1 � t2ÞhPDi: (3.1b)

This procedure can clearly be generalized to any possessable property. Thus, if
PA(t) denotes a non-negative operator, the expectation value of which is the
probability that the system of interest possesses the property, A, at the time, t, then3

tAðt1; t2Þ :¼

Z t2

t1

dtPAðtÞ (3.2)

is the corresponding candidate duration time operator for the system to possess
property A within the time interval (t1, t2).
Considerations of such times of duration have been around for a long time.

Besides dwell times spent inside potential energy barriers the lifetimes of unstable
systems can be understood in these terms (Fleming, 1973, p. 238). If juðtÞi is a
Heisenberg picture state in which the parent quanton is definitely undecayed at time,
t, then the lifetime may be defined as4

t :¼
Z 1

0

dtjhuð0ÞjuðtÞij2; (3.3a)

a definition that accommodates deviations from pure exponential decay. This yields
the lifetime operator

tuð0;1Þ :¼

Z 1

0

dtjuðtÞihuðtÞj; (3.3b)

where juðtÞihuðtÞj is the operator with expectation value equal to the probability that
the parent quanton definitely exists at time, t (pardon the sin of treating definite
existence as the possession of a property).
My previous comment that we actually measure lifetimes by monitoring the arrival

times of decay products suggests a connection between times of occurrence and times
of duration. Certainly we have, via integration by parts

t ¼
Z 1

0

dtpuðtÞ ¼

Z 1

0

tð�dpuðtÞÞ; (3.4)

where puðtÞ :¼ jhuð0ÞjuðtÞij2; and if pu(t) is monotonically decreasing then the right-
hand expression is, arguably, the average arrival time of decay products at a nearby
detector after preparation of the parent state (Fleming, 1978, pp. 581,582).
3To represent the possible possession of a property, A, PA(t) must have an eigenvalue that exceeds 1/2

and an eigenvalue that is less than 1/2. See Fleming (2000).
4For jhuð0ÞjuðtÞij2 ¼ e�lt; Eq. (3.3a) yields t ¼ l:
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Similarly we have, for the general case,

tAðt1; t2Þ ¼

Z t2

t1

dtPAðtÞ

¼ t2PAðt2Þ � t1PAðt1Þ �

Z t2

t1

tdPAðtÞ

¼ ðt2 � t1ÞPAðt1Þ þ

Z t2

t1

ðt2 � tÞdPAðtÞ: ð3:5Þ

The last integral can be decomposed (at least for operators, PA(t), of bounded
variation within (t1, t2 )) intoZ t2

t1

ðt2 � tÞdPAðtÞ ¼

Z t2

t1

ðt2 � tÞdPAðtÞþ

�

Z t2

t1

ðt2 � tÞdPAðtÞ�; ð3:6Þ

where the infinitesimal operators

dPAðtÞ� :¼ ð1=2ÞðjdPAðtÞj � dPAðtÞÞ (3.7)

are non-negative.
Now identifying,

R t2
t1
dPAðtÞ�; as the operators for the probabilities of acquiring,

+, and losing, �, the property, A, during (t1, t2 ), it may be conjectured that the
operators, TAðt1; t2Þ�; for the average time of acquiring, +, or losing, �, the
property, A, during (t1, t2 ), satisfyZ t2

t1

dPAðtÞ�

� �
: TAðt1; t2Þ� ¼

Z t2

t1

tdPAðtÞ�: (3.8)

If this is adopted we have the general relationship between times of duration and
times of occurrence

tðt1; t2Þ ¼ ðt2 � t1ÞPAðt1Þ

þ

Z t2

t1

dPAðtÞþ

� �
: ðt2 � TAðt1; t2ÞþÞ

�

Z t2

t1

dPAðtÞ�

� �
: ðt2 � TAðt1; t2Þ�Þ ð3:9Þ

an intuitively satisfying relationship!
While no such general relation is recognized in our book I conjecture that nothing

in the book is incompatible with it.
4. The book

The book contains discussions of a considerable array of topics not touched on in
the preceding sections of this review. Besides the topics of characteristic times for
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scattering phenomena and barrier penetration, we are also treated to theoretical
models of various kinds of quantum clocks: the Salecker–Wigner clock, the Larmor
clock, the Faraday clock, the Rabi clock, Kicked-clocks and Decohering clocks. A
variety of the extant approaches to QM are represented in the articles: ‘standard’
QM, path integral quantisation, decoherence theory, Bohmian mechanics, and the
lesser known approaches of Aharonov, Bergman, and Lebowitz (1964) and
Schulman (1997). Happily, the experimental aspects of actually measuring some
putative time observables are well represented also.
Very noticeably however, dynamical reduction theories, such as those of Ghirardi,

Rimini, and Weber (1986), Ghirardi (1998), Percival (1998) or Breuer and
Petruccione (1998, 2002), in which state reduction is real and dynamically modeled
and exploited in the measurement process, are not represented. This is a regrettable
absence. The absence would be understandable if the editors had declared the intent
to examine time in QM from the perspective of no collapse versions of QM
exclusively, or if representatives of the approaches in question declined to contribute.
However, although these approaches are mentioned in passing in the introduction,
no explanation of their lack of representation is offered.
I found the layout and format of the book pleasing and the quality of the writing

consistently rather high, especially for a book with sixteen contributing authors. The
order of the chapters however, as regards the topics they cover, did not seem so
happy. For readers coming to the general subject for the first time, for example, it is
unhelpful to have the discussion of the ‘‘standard’’ QM approach to times of arrival
put off until Chapter 10! In fact, with the exception of the first two and last chapter,
the book presents all of the controversial, esoteric, non-standard, theoretical
approaches prior to any of the discussions of the more pragmatic, not to say realistic,
topics of standard approaches, clocks and experiments, none of which latter employ
any of the controversial, esoteric, non-standard approaches. This unfortunate
arrangement may have just ‘accidentally’ happened, but it has the appearance of
pandering to the WOW! factor for book sales.
As the presence of varied approaches indicates, the interpretation of much of the

material covered here is unsettled and I found myself disagreeing with authors
comments on interpretation frequently. But that is to be expected in a collection on
such a subject. In particular, I do not share at all the motivating view that the
foundations of QM are suspect because of the alleged space–time asymmetry
mentioned in Section 1 (see Hilgevoord, 2004). Space and time, themselves, become
dynamical variables only in general relativity and current work in Quantum Gravity
is building the operator valued treatment of the manifold. Nevertheless, the
aforesaid motivating view did not interfere with the chapters of the book addressing
interesting physics and a very well written corrective view begins the experimental
Chapter 11.
There were many places in the book where so-called superluminal effects were

discussed (see the book index, p. 417, bottom) and the discussions varied somewhat
in their depth. Occasionally I found the offered interpretations very doubtful and
several times, just when things were getting interesting, the reader was referred to
another source where all would be made clear. All who commented were quite sure
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that the instances of putative superluminal speeds (e.g., too short a dwell time or too
soon an arrival time) did not bring special relativity or Lorentz covariance,
themselves, into question. However, aspects of calculation or observation that
seemed to point towards that possibility were carefully analyzed for ambiguities of
interpretation while aspects that fit well with Lorentz covariance were embraced with
little or no critical reflection. In particular, I detected a certain glibness about the use
of Lorentz covariant wave equations to deal with the issues. For workers struggling
to find useful, measurable, definitions for subtle time concepts, our authors seemed
wholly unaware of the very questionable status of Dirac and Klein–Gordon wave
function position variables as indicators of the location of the quantons being
described (see Fleming & Butterfield, 1999).
I thought the authors were missing a bet with their general avoidance of

Heisenberg picture techniques. With a few exceptions none of the authors conduct
any of their analyses in the Heisenberg picture. At the same time several of them
lament the absence of operator representatives for dwell times or, more generally,
times of duration. My comments in Sections 2 and 3, albeit elementary and
introductory, were designed to suggest the riches I think lie in that picture for this
topic.
Most of the book is highly technical and one would expect a certain incidence of

technical errors. In my reading I only kept my eyes out for the more blatant ones,
which were not just typos and, I’m happy to say, I found very few. They all occurred
early on. Perhaps I got lazy.
On p. 45, following the first two equations (both of which contain typos), there is a

sentence in parentheses designed to justify a supposed approximation used in the
second equation. But (modulo the typo) the equation is free of approximation. On
p. 85 we are told, ‘‘In the limit of an energy eigenstate, conserved quantities will have
sharp and constant values while non-conserved quantities are completely indetermi-
nate:—’’. But conserved quantities need be sharp only in non-degenerate energy
eigenstates and while ‘‘completely indeterminate’’ might be an ambiguous term,
I wouldn’t think it applied, e.g., to the nonconserved position or momentum of a
quanton in a harmonic oscillator bound state. On p. 91 we are told that

ðm=2Þðxp�1 þ p�1xÞ and mp�1=2xp�1=2

are two candidates for the time of flight variable for a free quanton. In fact they are
the same operator differently expressed. A precise description of the relation between
the expressions, including domains of definition, is provided on pp. 290, 291. On
pp. 105, 106, several equations incorrectly relate the real and imaginary parts of the
energy parameter for an exponentially decaying system. Taken as given they require
the imaginary part to vanish, which is not the author’s intent. The errors are not
typos but follow from the author’s assumption of the same damped exponential time
dependence for both the parent quanton and the decay products.
Amazingly, that’s all that jumped out at me!
This is a well-written book dealing with interesting physical problems from a

variety of perspectives. Some valuable perspectives are missing and the organization
of topics could be improved and I think an erroneous presumption motivates some
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of the contributors. Nevertheless, a lot of good physics is discussed and, by the time
this appears, I will have enjoyed carefully reading some of the chapters a second
time!
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